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MSE’s DC-Slider and HD DC-Slider Hit Target for Today’s Shooters 
 

In the early part of 2011, Matthews Studio Equipment introduced the public to the 
unique multi-functional DC-Slider. And it was a hit at NAB and Cinegear. Rightly so, 
since this precision counter balanced, multi-function, multi-angled camera platform 
combines the function of several different support systems in one. Can you say easy to 
transport – not to mention the cost savings! 
 
Shooters caught on quickly and it’s been put to good use all over the country (and now 
in Europe and Asia as well!) It’s put a wide range of camera styles (up to the maximum 
weight of 22-pounds or 10Kg) in some really interesting places.  
 
But what about those bigger cameras? Say the queen of them all – ALEXA? No 
problem, now. For HD DC-Slider has arrived. It can handle much larger cameras 
without compromising stability, performance and, of course, creativity. 
 
And what are those measurements, you ask? Rail Length: 73” (185cm). Tracking 
Length: 63” (160cm). Vertical Height: 79” (200cm). Maximum Load: 70lbs (32kg). Rail & 
Fulcrum Weight: 50 bs (23kg). Counterweights: 70lbs. (32kg). And don’t forget – Mini 
Jib specs: Working Diameter Horizontal: 63: (160cm).  
 
So, now ALEXA and her contemporaries can make far more than smooth horizontal 
camera movement. They can ride a mini-jib as well as a six-foot tower. 
 
Mount the DC-Slider or HD DC-Slider on a single tripod or placed on level or uneven 
surfaces. The constant counter balance feature will always maintain a uniform pressure 
for smooth camera movement throughout the full tracking length. 
 
Combine the slider with the mini-jib function and either Slider now captures a wide 
range of vertical images. No matter how acute the angle, the counter balance system 



will keep the camera steady and stable. The positive locking adjustment allows for 
camera placement at exact vertical or off-axis positioning.  
 
Remove and reposition two handles and the Sliders become a tower allowing for an 
exact vertical camera move through the full range. The counter balance system 
maintains a steady resistance to camera moves allowing for unprecedented 
smoothness from start to finish. 
 
Remember, too, DC-Slider and HD DC-Slider can also become a Mini-Jib. In this mode 
it allows for a horizontal working diameter. Locking the counter balance ensures 
unvarying movements through the full range of the jib arm’s capabilities. An easy 
adjustment of the parallelogram bar will allow the camera to stay locked on a subject 
through the range of vertical travel.  
 
DC-Slider and HD DC-Slider will accommodate a wider range of camera styles then 
ever before! The maximum and minimum of operating heights are dependent on the 
height of the tripod chosen.  
 
Who knows. Next year, there might be a 3D DC-Slider. After all, the Slider comes from 
Matthews, where the motto is “Technology That Fits the Imagination!” 
 
DC-Slider is available for shipment now. HD-DC Slider will begin shipping early 2012. 
 
 

 
MSE, the privately owned grip and lighting support company was honored with the 2010 
Presidential “E” Award for outstanding contributions to growing U.S. exports, 
strengthening the economy and creating American jobs. MSE employs over 70 full-time 
workers at their Burbank, California facility. MSE equipment is being used on 
entertainment productions in over 70 countries around the world. They recently filled a 
53-foot tractor-trailer with Matthews grip equipment for a Los Angeles-based company 
and shipped three 40-foot containers with everything from MiniGrips to Super Crank-o-
vators to Origo Studios in Budapest, Hungary.  
 
For further information on DC-Slider 
Robert E. Kulesh VP of Sales and Marketing 
rkulesh@msegrip.com 
818-843-6715 
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